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NATIONNAL RESERVE
(UNIVERSAL ANTI-GLARE BALLOON LIGHT)
PB1000BAS-LED













LED 1000W x 1 lamps can be used with home electric system 220 Vol/50Hz and
generator.
Anti-glare, shadow less, high luminance (220,000 lm) and large scale illumination
in range of 360o.
LED light energy-efficient.
LED light: Longer life & least 50000 hours of light without replacement, reliable &
high performance.
LED balloon tower, the light source is gentle, calm victims and the injured.
Instantaneous lighting and instant restrike with no warm up or standby time
required, more suitable for rescue and relief.
LED light maintenance: No need replacing bulb and lamp, no maintenance cost.
Maintenance free, can be used at any time.
Energy saving and environment protection: LED light can save 50% fuel than
traditional metal halide light.
Advertisement can be made on the surface of balloon to improve enterprise’s
popularity.
Equipped with generator, more flexibility, more professional.
Adopts hand manual mast: up to 4170m, 360o rotation.
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Balloon construction: adopted reliable performance & high pressure
& cooling-fan & foldable & stronger wind resistance.
Balloon envelop is made up of exclusive & rain proof & import fabric
Nylon materials, better light transmission, rain proof, sun protection,
anti-aging and toughness etc.
Standard equipped with inflatable, high performance tires. More
accord with complex traffic environment to use, such as disaster
areas.
Maximum inclination working is not more than 10o.
Anti-wind for 6m/s.
The packing box: it's Chinese military weapons special boxes with PP
alloy material
Various kinds of events since it is glare free and shadow less. It has
played an important role in the Olympic Games, NBA and Rally
Championship, etc.
In big events such as concerts, celebrations, press conferences, etc.
the balloon light tower is highly praised due to its special illumination
and decoration effect.
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Certificate
LITEMAN is committed to developing practical lighting solutions and has received CE Certificate,
ISO9001 Certificate, and ISO14001 Certificate.
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